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"That's right!"

"Rumors can destroy you. You should move back!"

The others agreed along as well.

"But," Roanne was reluctant to give up and wanted to argue, but before she could say anything, she was interrupted by Angus.

"It's settled!" Angus said decisively, leaving no room for argument.

"I-" Roanne opened her mouth, tears welling in her eyes, but she did not know what to say.

Though she had feelings for Leon, she knew he was dating Iris and never intended to tear them apart.

She only stayed with them to see Leon more frequently, yet even such an insignificant wish was to be taken away from her.

Instantly, she was devastated.

Just then, hurried footsteps approached and a guard entered.

"Elder, Master Angus, Mister Wolf's here to visit. He said he has something important to discuss with you," the guard said

respectfully.

Since Arthur just handed his position as the head over to Angus earlier and the guard was unaware of it, he continued to address

Arthur as, Elder, and Angus as Master Angus.

"Mister Wolfs here?"

Arthur and Angus were both shocked as they did not expect Leon to visit all of a sudden.

"Go and invite Mister Wolf in," Angus said thoughtfully to the guard.

Though they were in the middle of a family meeting and outsiders were not supposed to come in, Leon was close with the

Thompsons and the meeting was ending, so there was no issue with inviting him in.

"It's fine! Uncle Angus, I've invited myself in!" Just then, Leon strode in with a smile.

Arthur, Angus, and the others stood to welcome him.

"Uncle Angus, I didn't know you guys were having a meeting. Am I intruding?" Leon scanned the room and spotted all the

important individuals of the Thompsons gathering around. He knew that Arthur intended to name Angus the next head of the

family, so he soon figured out what the meeting was about.

"Of course, not. The meeting ends here. You may all go!" Angus said to the others.

"Yes!" The Thompsons left at his command, and soon, the elders and direct descendants of the Thompsons were the only ones

left in the room.

"Mister Wolf, please take a seat." Angus smiled and invited Leon to sit.

After a few exchanges of pleasantries, Angus cut to the chase. "What brought you here today, Mister Wolf?"

"Well, now that the Spears have fallen apart and the Southern Boss is gone, the underground community is slowly spiraling out

of control. Mister Glasbey of the Dragon Corps wants me to recommend someone to take after the Southern Boss and keep

everyone in check. I came to ask if the Thompsons are willing to do that," Leon explained.

Naturally, his identity as a Dragon Guard remained a secret.
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